Abstract-Distributed storage systems with replication are well known for storing large amount of data. A large number of replication is done in order to provide reliability. This makes the system expensive. Various methods have been proposed over time to reduce the degree of replication and yet provide same level of reliability. One recently suggested scheme is of Regenerating codes, where a file is divided in to parts which are then processed by a coding mechanism to provide large number of parts. These are stored at various nodes with more than one part at each node. These codes can generate whole file and can repair a failed node by contacting some out of total existing nodes. This property ensures reliability in case of node failure and uses clever replication. This also optimizes bandwidth usage. In a practical scenario, the original file will be read and updated many times.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud data storage is a challenging field posing many new problems for researchers since new companies such as Facebook and Google etc want to store several terabytes of data of the users and still provide the smooth user experience of services. Most modern day distributed storage systems use replication [8] , [7] , [5] . Many companies such as Amazon etc. are providing cloud data storage services and in doing so one has to solve multi-dimensional optimization problem. In a seminal paper Dimakis et al. [3] introduces regenerating codes which minimizes repair bandwidth (in case of node failure) as well as storage. Considering a practical scenario, there will be constant requests to read or write the file. Some nodes might fail in between, so there will be repair procedures going on. Any small change in the file will change its associated parts at various nodes. There has to be a proper method to do this, so that the multiple read's, repair's and write's on the parts of the file are controlled in a proper way and do not interfere with each other creating wrong results. Also this method should not decrease the availability of the nodes and should be able to perform many requests in parallel. This motivated us to develop an algorithm by which the read, write and repair requests are scheduled in a way such that we do not encounter any inconsistency in the results and get the fastest results possible by processing as many requests as possible in 978-1-4799-3635-9/14/$31.00 ©2014 IEEE parallel. We use the basic concept of simple voting mechanism with coding as in [1] where each node is given one vote to describe its state. The algorithm is generic and can be applied to any variant of regenerating codes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Background material and origin of the problem is given in Section 2. Our proposed algorithm is described in Section 3. Finally Section 4 concludes the paper with some general remarks.
II. PRELIMINARIES
When we store data in a distributed system, we have to coordinate the access to the data on various nodes in such a way such that the operations are fast and their results are free from error. One has to optimize two main parameters viz. update complexity and repair bandwidth [4] . Network coding [2] has shown a way to reduce the repair bandwidth and provide better reliability [4] . In network coding, one performs mathematical operations on packets instead of just forwarding them. On the other hand quorum sensing has been used by researchers [1] to give efficient algorithms that reduces update complexity in such a scenario. One kind of voting mechanism, suggested by Gifford [6] , assigns votes to the various nodes and they conununicate with each other using these votes. The read and write quorums are defined to provide a read-write and a write-write exclusion. The read quorum r and write quorum ware such that r + w > N and 2 * w > N, where N is the total number of votes assigned to all nodes. An approach called simple voting with coding (SVWC), as described in [1], defines read and write quorums for a replication scheme using coding to store files. The bounds on read and write quorum values were studied in [1] . These bounds were calculated in a way that you need at least votes equal to the lower bound to complete the read/write quorum and if equal to upper bound will always complete the read/write quorum. We use the basic concept from these algorithms about how votes can be used in managing a big network of nodes and communications with them. Our work focuses on applying these ideas to regenerating codes. Throughout the whole discussion we assume that no votes are lost in the process and the server can fail only if it is stopped voluntarily. We also assume that all the votes of one request move at same speed in the network.
III. PROP OSED ALGORITHM
Consider a Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) code for a file F. The file is initially divided into k parts called as native chunks. Now, these k chunks are encoded by linear combination to form n code chunks, with n > k, and stored at N nodes [4] . Considering the MDS property, any k nodes can be contacted to reconstruct the whole file. The maximum number of failures which can be tolerated by the system is n -k. Every node in the cloud stores ex chunks making nex chunks in total. We can contact any d nodes and download f3 out of ex packets from each node in order to construct a new node which can replace the corrupted or failed node [4] . For any given regenerating code, let us say any change in file F updates q chunks in total. There are three operations that can be executed on the file.
1)
Read/download/reconstruct the whole file-There will be a lot of users who would perform these requests.
In this case, we will have to generate the complete file, and to do that, we will have to contact any k nodes out of total N nodes.
2)
Write/update-Whenever any file is changed, the corresponding data in the nodes will also change.
There will again be a lot of users who would try to perform simultaneous write requests, which will update the information stored in the nodes.
3)
Node Repair-If a node gets corrupted or fails, we need to generate a new similar node. For this, we need to connect to d different nodes and download f3 packets from each of them. The node making this request might be a specific node who is given the task of node repair.
We have divided the user requests into above three types. Everything can happen smoothly if requests do not interfere with each other. In a practical scenario, there will be two or more requests which might be requested at the same time. Such simultaneous requests might result in a problem. There would be some inconsistency when we read from a certain node and suddenly a write operation tries to write on it. One way to operate and avoid inconsistency is to keep the incoming operations waiting and that operation will keep trying till the current operation is completed. With this approach, the write request will be kept in queue with ongoing read request and if another read request comes, it will also be put in the waiting queue behind write. There would be a lot of polling and waste of resources because two reads can occur at a same time.
Many such requests will try to read or write a large number of nodes. If these requests are not properly controlled and managed, the whole network might get congested and may take too much time to process user requests. As a solution to the given problem, we propose a voting-locking approach to manage such large number of requests efficiently. We define quorum requirements to achieve this.
Definition 1: The read, write and repair quorums are de fined as the minimum number of votes required to initiate the execution of that request. We denote the read, write and repair quorum by r, wand rep.
Our main concern is to define a systematic approach which will try to reduce as many inconsistencies as possible and give the result of the requests in least possible time. Following are the six possible simultaneous request cases. Even if the simultaneous requests are more than two they will be made up of any such two pairs of requests only.
1)
read-read 2) read-write 3)
read-repair 4)
write-write 5)
write-repair 6)
repair-repair
We define a unique vote-bit and lock-bit (see Figures 1 and 3 ) of one bit on every chunk. When the vote bit is 1, the node can send votes and when it is 0, they cannot. Lock-bit for a node is a one bit value describing what lock is on it, read lock or write lock. If the lock bit is 0 then there is no lock on it.
We call the server a super-user from which the read, write and repair requests will be executed and end nodes as end users from where the requests are coming. Whenever the super user gets any kind of request, it will check if the nodes are free to execute that request on them. We will discuss later the pattern in which the super-user will send requests. We now define two kinds of locks.
Read lock-Whenever any node is free to be read, we apply a read lock on it keeping its vote bit unchanged i.e. equal to 1 and lock bit to l. When the read lock is set, it cannot surpass write requests but can allow multiple read and repair requests. Once read lock is set, the super user starts reading from that node and when the read operation is done, the super user node frees it from the read lock and the lock bit is changed to O.
2)
Write lock-Whenever any node is free to get updated, we try to form a write lock on it after changing its vote bit to 0 and lock bit to 2. When the write lock is set, it cannot allow any kind of further requests and the super user starts updating that node. When the write operation is done, the super user node frees it from the write lock and changes its vote bit to 1 again and lock bit to O.
We define a lock table (see Figure 2 ) at the super user, which enlists if there is any lock at a node, and if there is one, which lock is it. When the super user gets a request from end users, it tries to know the availability of nodes for that request by sending the request to the nodes. Every request from the super user to the nodes has a unique request id. Nodes will be available if there is no lock on them, and if there is a lock, then the availability will depend on the type of lock on them. If they are available for a certain request, they will send a vote to the super user in form of a 2-tuple (node number,request id) number only if their vote bit is l. When this vote reaches super user, it checks in the lock table if that node can be granted that lock. If it can be granted, then it updates its lock table with the corresponding lock on the request id, and then updates the vote bit and lock bit on the node, if required. It would not be necessary to update the vote bit and lock bit if the node on which the request was granted was already locked, because these requests will be read-read, read-repair or repair repair and all these have same vote bit and lock bit. The node structure can be seen in Figure 1 and the lock table can be seen in Figure 2 .
We use a read lock for both, the read and repair request and only a read lock can be granted in the presence of another read lock but no other lock can be granted in the Lock bit Vote bit Chunk Data Fig. I . This diagram represents the node structure of every node and lock table which is stored at the super user. The structure of the every node consist of lock bit, vote bit, and the information to be stored in it. Lock bit gives the information about the lock on the node and vote bit and its tells if that node has the ability to send votes or not.
presence of a write lock. A read operation can be done from any set of nodes, so we are not restricted to read from specific nodes after putting a read lock on them. However, write's for a request are specific. They need to be done on specific set of nodes. So, if a write lock is not obtained on specific chunks, then it waits for the current lock on it to release. If one more write request arrives for the same chunk, then it will also go in the waiting list.
Example 1: Consider a scenario with N = 10, r = 6 and w = 6. What if 5 out of 10 nodes allow read operation on them and other 5 allows write operation on them. Neither of the quorums will get satisfied and both of them will wait for one extra vote which they will never get in this condition. This is a deadlock situation. In order to solve this we define two tenns, timeout time to and a request queue. A request queue is a queue which distributes the incoming requests in to slots, where all the requests of one slot are handled together and every request has its own priority. The priority for every request [reado, readl,writeo, writel, repo, repl] is zero initially. The requests with higher priority than others in the same slot are handled first. The division of the slots can be done on the basis of time or number of requests i.e. one slot can be of all the requests that arrived in time t or one slot can be a slot till r s requests arrive at super user. Here r scan be a read or write or repair request. The request queue is handled at the super-user level and once a request comes in the running slot, it does not wait for the slot to fill, it just starts asking for votes. We define request-vote ratio for a request as the ratio of the votes obtained to the quorum votes needed by that request. If the quorum requirements in the running slot are not completed for any of the requests for a continuous time of to, then we assume it as a dead lock situation and pick one-fourth of the requests with minimum request-vote ratio, decrease their priority and then release their acquired locks on nodes. If the situation remains same even after an another interval of to, this is repeated again and then the priority of the requests whose priority were reduced earlier will be further reduced.
A. Multiple chunk node with relative updates
Let each node has 0; code chunks stored in it. Every write updates q out of No; code chunks. We cannot take votes from individual chunks, we have to take them from nodes only. We give 0; votes to each node instead of one. Every vote is distinct, even on the same node. Node i will have votes from i of (i,j) j of (i,j) Lock type We will now treat one node and one chunk differently (see Figure 2 ). Let us now see which of the consecutive requests can hold. Read-read -Yes, because two simultaneous reads are never a problem. Read-write-May be. Here every write updates q node (chunks), hence there might be a possibility when there will be no common nodes among both operations. Read-repair-Yes, because repair is just another kind of a read request contacting lesser nodes. Write-write-May be. Simultaneous write will definitely create inconsistency in write operations but if both the writes are writing on completely different set of q nodes, then this would be possible. Write repair-Yes, if the intersection set of nodes for both requests is zero. Repair-repair-Yes, this is also another kind of readread and so it is possible. Whenever the super user asks the nodes for acceptance of request, we check vote bit and lock bit of every packet of every node. If the chunk is able to allow that request, it sends a 3-tuple vote [i, j, requestid] where i=node number and j= chunk number of that node and requested is the unique id of the request that came to that chunk. Quorum values in this case are given below. 2) w = n = N = q, because every write is updating every node, so it requires all nodes to be available for writing at a time.
3)
rep = d, because it requires any d nodes to read from to reconstruct the failed node.
Remark 3: For single chunk node with relative updates, any update in file F changes q code chunks out of n. So a = 1, n = N i= q and its qurum values will be as follows: 1) r = k, because we need at least k nodes to read from to download/read the file. 2) w = q, because every write is updating q nodes at a time 3) rep = d, because it requires any d nodes to read from to reconstruct the failed node.
We have also developed an algorithm on how super user connects with nodes (see extended abstract [9] ). Implementing the algorithm in the real Hadoop architecture and generating experimental results would be an interesting future task [9] .
IV. CONCLUSION
We proposed an algorithm that can be used to manage the read, write and repair requests on data which is stored using regenerating codes. The algorithm proposed a solution to manage a large number of requests in a way such that they can be executed in least possible time. The algorithm also proposed a way to prevent inconsistencies that can happen due to read and write performed on the same node at the same time. An analysis based on Poisson process can be done [9] . It would be interesting in future to extend this algorithm further and solve other problems listed below. Some addition to the algorithm can be done to manage the system incase of loss of votes in the path and the case of sudden node failure while performing operations on it.
The algorithm can be extended to a large number of servers involved in the network where single file will be connected to huge number of servers.
Some other group formation technique can be formed which can decrease the cOlmnunication overhead in the process.
Cache technique can be applied to further decrease the communication overhead.
The algorithm can be further extended and applied on strong and weak Fractional Repetition (FR) codes.
